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About This Game

Save the world from being covered in excrement!
If you love dealing with everyday inconveniences, ridiculous situations, and having no toilet paper, then this game is for you.

Tons of adventure and excitement in this 25 hour long quest. Explore the world, defeat enemies and solve puzzles!

We got a good amount of hate because (1. RPG Maker) and (2. Poop jokes). With that said:
Before you criticize, AT LEAST play the free 3 chapter demo!

Set out on a somewhat meaningless epic adventure! Four friends (well 2 are friends, 2 are randoms) with stereotypical elemental
powers find out what it means to have their toilet paper stolen. They set out for revenge on a mysterious villain

(OOOoooOOOooohhhh.....) who causes this immense inconvenience. Prepare yourself for a full day's worth of excitement
(disclaimer: please don't play for a whole day in one sitting)!

Turn based adventure/RPG
300+ maps

25 hours of gameplay (and that's if you know exactly what to do and where to go)
4 playable characters (already mentioned; see above)

21 weapons, and even more items including a few stat boosters
119 enemies (that you will inevitably hate)
All your typical adventure game locations

Elemental superpowers (with that slight twist of course)
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Full game is over 500MB (lots of graphics and music, all free for commercial use)

2.5 years in development. Started in September 2013 in RPG Maker VX Ace, and COMPLETELY REDONE in RPG Maker
MV. Finished in 2016.

CONTROLS:
Standard RPG Maker control setup

Action/Cancel: Z, X
Move: Arrow Keys

Run: Hold Shift
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Title: The Unclogging: An Unsanitary Saga
Genre: RPG
Developer:
DLHB Studios
Publisher:
DLHB Studios
Release Date: 25 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core i3

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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Nice art, nice music. But the game is too short. I reached the real ending after 10 minutes. It's not as good as what I hope. But I
still support you. Try your best next time.. It grows on me the more I use it. Shows its age - but it's a convincing, undulating and
tight landscape and a very pleasant clickety-clack run, with nice quiet English countryside atmosphere. Get is anyway but for
sure snap it up when it's on sale!. Lots of fun especially with friends
definitely give this one a try. Couldn't finish due to Second mission being unbalanced and impossible to beat. Story doesn't add
anything new.. A lovely twist on the traditional co-op platformer. While it has a single player mode, I wouldn't recommend it, co-
op is where this game shines. While enjoyable, there are a few niggling problems that keep the game from being perfect. The
controls are, at times, sluggish. This makes some of the more precise puzzles a bit challenging to complete and can cause them
to feel tedious at times.
Overall a great game with a few kinks that one hopes can be worked out in future updates. 3.5\/5. DO NOT BUY, The game is
obviously not finished and apparently has been abandoned by the devs.
My issues:
Game will crash and freeze your pc (im on windows 10)
People dont run away when you are killing everyone
Alot of the drugs are pointless
 got my purchase refunded.. Great indie game. Glad to be able to play it on my laptop now instead of only on my tablet.

Core gameplay involves you strategically picking units to take into each level, and strategically deploying them to defeat the
enemy's base, in a tug of war style scenario. There is a lot of depth on picking which units you want to use for each scenario
(based on the opponent's makeup) and how to best use each unit. As you beat scenarios you will research new units that you'll be
able to use, encouraging a fun feedback loop of maximizing beating each level with trying to research as many units as you can
(there are a lot).

The units are well designed and balanced, the story is clever and entertaining, the challenges are strategically hard in a rewarding
way, and there is lot's of replayability to try and unlock everything.

. I find myself constantly wrestleing with the camera. The gameplay itself is great, but I'd rather just buy Rome Total War and
not have to deal with the camera issues. The combat in the game is superior to that of RTW. If the camera is fixed, then this will
be more cometitive with RTW.. An antithesis of Facebook. Disturbing story frames a graphic-based social network. Instead of
trying to represent yourself visually, entertain others and boost your ego by gaining their likes, in Selfie you reveal your inner
thoughts anonymously without any ambition to gain popularity - and receive deep, honest reactions, that have real emotional
value. A work of art.
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As an avid fan of space x4 games, this is one of my top 5 favorites. If you enjoy space x4 games, you can't regret buying this
especially when it's -75% off during sales. Positive pointers of this game: Design system is different and really awesome. You
can design a ship of unlimited choice of size. It could be 0.001 or millions. Setting up a galaxy, you can choose to have tens of
thousands systems (if you have a good computer lol) which is pretty cool game-creation ability. The only bad pointers I can
think of is the ships, they only have 2 shipsets (and basically they all look the same) but I didn't mind that so much in this game.
Technology is very general, there are no special ones since everyone can research the same things. There are no "races" to play
as other than your "game profile". But really, the bad pointers are small and they are not enough to overlapse the good pointers
of this game. Like I mentioned, If you enjoy space x4 games, this is a good buy! :). Well, it's a coloring game. Easy
achievements, the mouse isnt always where the paint brush shows up on the screen, clicking one item will color several items
(which at first sounds like cheating but on some images, it's the only reason to continue coloring in the image), and there is a
button to reveal the actual colors on the picture, which is often needed to distinguish the various shades of colors (the blues
always are either the lighter or darker tints than the ones you select).. Very good game for $2.50. I enough it so far and like the
retro style of RTS. Mainly playing this to past the time and for Dead State to finish up. I like RTS games and the old school
style. I sometimes forgot how good graphics look like because I keep playing old style games. :D Overall, this game is fun and
good. Kind of linear map wise, but overall fun. Also for kids that don't know how to read or don't read at all. It's not a game for
you.. Very nice Supaplex-ish game combined with logic gates and some new mechanics. Too short, only 30 levels, but
nevertheless the puzzles are interesting, though overall a little bit easier than in Supaplex. Hope there will be more levels in the
near future.
It has an 'easy' mode and a 'hard' mode, the easy mode allows some save points in the middle of the level which makes it way
less frustrating than Supaplex when, if you fail at some point, you have to replay the whole level.. Bye-Bye, Wacky Planet is a
2D side-scrolling action game that takes me back to the old days of casual gaming. It is a game starring Alan, a green colored
alien and co-starring Eve, a female orange colored alien. Both adorable aliens are trapped on planet Earth and are trying to
escape to their home planet and live in peace. The game emphasizes simplicity in every sense of the word by presenting simple
level designs, simple dialogue, and simple gameplay.

The game is divided into six episodes, each episode containing many levels. The beginning of the game feels like the game is
going to be repetitive and monotonous, as you shoot at scientists while trying to exit each level. The pattern becomes clear: kill
enemies in your way, collect coins they leave behind, find the key that will open the level's exit, and open the exit elevator door
to complete the level. Just as I thought the game would be too repetitive, there was a break in the monotony when the game
switched to an outdoor setting and Alan can pilot a tank. Shooting at enemies with a tank is fun and creates more diversity in the
game and is a departure from jumping from platform to platform so often. Eventually, you will pilot a drone that adds a little
more diversity to the gameplay as you continue to blast enemies that get in your way. Some other outdoor levels include
different weather conditions like sun and rain. The only aspect of the gameplay that remains repetitive is the constant shooting
of enemies. The simple gameplay does not mean that it is not easy to get killed. Being careless while taking on many enemies at
once can lead to death quickly. Most episodes have a final level that features a boss. The strategy required for defeating each
boss is easy to understand.

The ability to collect coins from fallen enemies feels old school. The coins are mainly silver with a fair share of gold coins
dropped by enemies for good measure. These coins are useful for buying from merchants that stand around most levels of the
game. You can buy abilities, light weapons, and heavy weapons. There is no ammo to buy in the game since there is no ammo to
consider, as each weapon seems to contain infinite ammo.

The dialogue in the game has no audio and Eve is the alien who guides Alan throughout each level. There are some grammar
issues in the dialogue. For the first part of the game, Eve is just a guide, but Eve will be playable later in the game which is good
for keeping the game from becoming too stale. Eve rides through each level with a hoverboard and you will realize how much
harder the game becomes, although the increase in difficulty is not frustrating. She only carries two weapons and cannot buy
anything since no merchant appears in the episode where she is playable.

The control scheme includes the keyboard, but the mouse can only be used for firing and switching between weapons. The
controls are solid enough, but the jumps from one platform to another can be a little tricky at times. It would have been nice to
use the mouse for the main menu, but that is just a personal preference. The AI of the enemies is decent, but some enemies like
the scientists can get stuck on walls while other scientists can jump into the abyss of death when attempting to jump from one
platform to another. I did not find any other technical glitches in the game and it ran very well on my PC.

The soundtrack of the game is a good match with the atmosphere of each episode and level. However, there are not many songs
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in the game and that, in addition to the repetitive action, adds to the repetitiveness of this game.

The achievements in the game are quite easy to get without making you feel like it is trying to give you achievements for any
little action that you take. Achievements are easy but make sense because they are earned an x number of enemies, completing
certain tasks, or completing certain episodes.

This is a game that I find fun and funny. The aliens are adorable from the beginning of the story to the end. If you are a
beginner in gaming, Bye-Bye, Wacky Planet may be more challenging than it would be for more experienced gamers. Rasul
Mono, the indie developer, made a decent effort in making a game that is charming and simple. The level designs are not too
bad. This is not an epic or classic game by any stretch of the imagination, but if you are looking for casual fun for $5 and do not
mind repetitiveness, you should buy this game.

My Score: 7\/10

. If you can overcome the annoyance of having to delete all the damn screenshots that the jump button takes after quitting the
game, then it's not all that bad. At least you get to shoot people in the face.. Gotta thank those who did the good job translating
this kamige for the world.
Now I can go to join Reinhard's legion in peace...
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